Orrcon Bundler Upgrade

Orrcon Steel

Challenge

Solution
The ageing Siemens S5
system would be replaced
with a S7 system. The new
system was programmed
from a functional description
developed by Cromarty from
the old S5 code.

Results

Challenge
The Orrcon Salisbury Site Plan included increasing the utilisation of existing assets by reducing mill
constraints and improving Overall Equipment Efficiency. The OTO Mill QA table and Bundler (tube packaging
unit) were identified as speed constraints on the overall OTO Mill production.
The Bundler Automation Upgrade Project would provide an immediate speed increase of this individual
process by reducing cycle times to end face pipes, reduce the unnecessary down time because of the fragility
of the sequences causing the machine to “drop out” of automatic mode, reduce overall QA table downtime
and reduce unnecessary spoilage from Mill stoppages caused by bundler and end facer problems. Cromarty
were engaged by the Orrcon Engineering team at its Salisbury site to design, test, install and commission the
hardware and software associated with the upgrade of the existing Siemens S5 PLC control system to a
Siemens S7 PLC control system.

Solution
The S5 PLC was replaced with an S7 PLC that was retrofitted back into the existing control cabinet. The S7
PLC was programmed from scratch using a full functional specification and design specification. Both these
specifications were written by Cromarty. The functional specification was written from the existing S5 PLC
code and other recognized improvements to the control system. The design specification defined the
programming methodology that resulted in a PLC program that was easy to follow, easy to troubleshoot,
modify and maintain, and easy to write a successful and informative HMI program for operators and fault
finding. The main bundler console was rearranged to a more ergonomic and intuitive layout. A new HMI
screen was installed at the bundler console. The HMI displays comprehensive alarm and status information
and informs the operator of the exact state of all the control sequences in the bundler area.
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